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QUESTION 1

You are working with a multimode SAP HANA database. 

How can you identify the master indexserver? (Choose two) 

A. Select the Landscape tab in the SAP HANA Administration Console Navigate to the Services subtab In the Service
column, identify the row with the value "indexserver", and in the Detail column, identify the row with the value "master" 

B. Select the Landscape tab in the SAP HANA Administration Console Navigate to the Configuration subtab 

In the indexserver Role (Configured), identify the row with the value "MASTER 1" 

C. Select the Volumes tab In the Show dropdown list, select Services Identify the master indexserver in the Service
column 

D. Select the Landscape tab in the SAP HANA Administration Console Navigate to the Configuration subtab In the
indexserver Role (Actual) column, identify the row with the value "MASTER" 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which steps are required to identify dominant SQL statements? (Choose two) 

A. Go to the SQL Plan Cache tab on the Performance tab 

B. Go to the Expensive Statements Trace tab on the Performance tab 

C. Sort expensive statements by total execution time; from largest to smallest 

D. Sort SQL plan cache by total execution time, from largest to smallest 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

You have an application that runs on the SAP HANA database. The application loads relatively large volumes of data for
hint to the database. 

Which mergedog configuration parameter in the indexserver.ini file must you set to accomplish this? 

A. smart_merge_enabled. 

B. max_delta_memsize. 

C. auto_ merge_decision_func. 

D. mermory_merge_ decision_func. 



Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

How can you restore a default parameter configuration setting in the SAP HANA studio? (Choose two) 

A. In the context menu of a configuration parameter, choose Configure Table, and the Restore Default. 

B. In the context menu of a configuration parameter, choose Change, and then Restore Default. 

C. In the context menu of a configuration parameter, choose Delete. 

D. Choose Window-Preference-Administration Console and select Restore Defaults. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

How can you identify often-used SQL statements? Note: 2 correct answers 

A. Review the SQL Plan Cache subtab in the Performance tab of the SAP HANA studio Administration editor 

B. Create an SQL query on the view SYS.M_SQL_PLAN_CACHE 

C. Review the Sessions subtab in the Performance tab of the SAP HANA studio Administration editor 

D. Create an SQL query on the view SYS.M_CONNECTION_STATISTICS 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

Why do you configure a standby host? 

A. To share storage between several active data centers 

B. To add more capacity disk storage 

C. To ensure high performance during replication and reading processes 

D. To reduce recovery time from an outage 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

You want to investigate a long-running query. 

How can you generate a graphical view of the cached SQL plan? 



A. Right-click on the statement and select Visualize Plan in the SQL Plan Cache tab of the Performance Administration
view. 

B. Add a filter to display long-running queries in the SQL Plan Cache tab of the Performance Administration view. 

C. Select the Analysis tab to visualize data in the Data Preview of the long-running query. 

D. Paste the long-running query into the SQL Console and double-click it. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which descriptions on the left match the join types in the dropdown box on the right? 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 



 

 

QUESTION 9

How can you improve performance of SAP HANA information models? (Choose two) 

A. Use filters at table level instead of analytic views. 

B. Use the JOIN operator instead of the UNION operator in calculation views. 

C. Use CE_FUNCTIONS instead of SQL statements in calculation views. 

D. Use calculated columns in calculation views instead of calculated measures in attribute views. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 10

In the Volumes tab of the SAP HANA studio Administration Console, which of the following provides you with the total
disk space (in MB)? 

A. The value of the Volume Size (MB) column minus the value of the Used Disk Size (MB) column. 

B. The value in the Total Disk Size (MB) column. 

C. The value in the Volume Size (MB) column 

D. The value of the Total Disk Size (MB) column minus the value of the Log Volume Size (MB) column. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

You cancelled a running backup. Where in the SAP HANA studio can you verify that the cancellation was successful? 

A. In the Backup folder of the Navigator pane 



B. In the vies M_BACKUP_CATALOG_FILE in the SYS schema 

C. In the System Information tab of the Administration editor 

D. In the Session subtab of the Performance tab of the Administration edit 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

An ABAP program in SAP ECC is being optimized for the SAP HANA database. You have been asked to identify
expensive SQL statements of this program that run for longer than one second. 

What do you have to do to identify these expensive SQL statements? (Choose two) 

A. Filter expensive SQL statements by DB user. 

B. Enable expensive SQL statements tracing. 

C. Set the trace level. 

D. Set the threshold duration. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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